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ABSTRACT

    The dielectric constants of silica aerogels are among the lowest measured for any solid
material. The silica aerogels also exhibit low thermal expansion and are thermally stable to
temperatures exceeding 500°C. However, due to the open porosity and large surface areas for
aerogels, their dielectric constants are strongly affected by moisture and temperature. This
paper presents data for the dielectric constants of silica aerogels as a function of moisture
content at 25°C, and as a function of temperature, for temperatures in the range from 25°C to
450°C. Dielectric constant data are also given for silica aerogels that are heat treated in dry
nitrogen at 500°C, then cooled to 25°C for measurements in dry air. All measurements are
made on bulk aerogel spheres at 22GHz microwave frequency, using a cavity perturbation
method. The results of the dependence found here for bulk materials can be inferred to apply
also to thin films of silica aerogels having similar nano-structures and densities.

INTRODUCTION

    Silica aerogels are intrinsically low dielectric constant materials [1]. Very little work has
been published on the dielectric properties of aerogels, but more information about the
dielectric properties of aerogels is needed to qualify their prospective use as low-k dielectrics
in electronics. Prior work on the dielectric constant of silica aerogels has been reported by
several authors [2-5]. Some of the previous work discusses the effect of sorbed molecules on
the dielectric properties of silica aerogels, and one paper [3] reports the effect of sorbed water
on the dielectric constant for low frequencies (<107Hz). However, no results have been given
showing how the dielectric constant changes with moisture content or temperature, at
microwave frequencies.
    The most comprehensive study of the effect of sorbed water in silica aerogels to date is the
work by da Silva, et al [3]. They measured the dielectric constant as a function of frequency
up to 107Hz, for several weight percent loadings of water. They used dielectric relaxation
measurements to show that the low frequency values for the dielectric constant are strongly
dependent on the water content in the aerogels, but that the effect is less pronounced at higher
frequencies where the permanent dipoles cannot easily follow the rapid field changes.
However, the loading of highly polar adsorbed water molecules also significantly affects
dielectric properties at microwave frequencies. For example, measurements of the dielectric
constant in bulk, low density silica aerogels [4] at microwave frequencies between 3GHz and
40GHz, showed that water adsorbed on the aerogel surface accounts for 7% of the value of
dielectric constant, at 25°C temperature.
    The temperature dependence of the dielectric constant in aerogels is important for any
potential use in electronic circuits, especially if the porous aerogel is not sealed against
moisture pick-up. The dielectric constant of the aerogel at a given temperature can vary
considerably from the room temperature value. There are two main temperature effects on the



dielectric constant expected for silica aerogel materials. One is the effect that temperature has
on the concentration of sorbed polar species, mainly water, and on the residual hydroxyl
molecules in the porous silica aerogel. The other is the dependence of the orientational
polarizability (ie., from permanent dipoles) on temperature. Our measurements show both
effects.

EXPERIMENTAL

     Aerogel       samples

    Spherical silica gels were produced by a method described earlier [6] using
tetramethoxysilane precursor injected into mineral oil. This method generally produces gels
having very uniform spherical shapes. The aerogels were dried by direct supercritical
extraction of the alcohol at 280°C and at 120bars.  The best quality aerogel spheres within a
size range 1.5-2.0mm were hand selected from a batch for this study. The diameters of the
spheres were measured by two methods, micrometry and microscopy; the two measurement
quantities were averaged to obtain a final value used for calaculations. The densities of the
spheres were determined gravimetrically, using the pre-measured diameters. The spheres
selected for the final measurements were chosen from the smallest range of measured
densities, having a mean value of 148 kg/m3 and a range of +/- 2.2 kg/m3.   

     Drying       and         moisture       calibration    

    The following procedure was used to prepare the aerogel spheres with quantitative
concentrations of moisture. A selected aerogel sphere was placed in the microbalance cup of a
Mettler Model 119 Thermogravimetric Analyzer. The weight of the sample was monitored
while it was heated to 800°C and purged with dry nitrogen. After the sample stopped losing
weight (~10 min.), it was allowed to cool while purging continued. When the sample cooled
to 25°C, a moisture/air mixture was flowed over the sample, and it's weight was monitored
for a specified weight gain. The sample was then removed from the microbalance for prompt
measurement of the dielectric constant by the cavity resonance perturbation method described
below.
    The aerogel spheres for the temperature dependence measurements were dried by heating
them in a nitrogen purged furnace to 500°C, for 120 minutes. The spheres were cooled to
25°C in a nitrogen gas flow, then kept in the nitrogen flow until ready for measurements.

     Dielectric       constant         measurements   

    Measuring the dielectric constant of materials at high temperatures poses problems if the
samples must be heated while within the measurement instrument. An alternate approach is to
pre-heat the sample, then deliver it rapidly to the measuring instrument in order to minimize
the heat loss of the sample. The apparatus in Fig. 1 was devised for this purpose utilizing the
cavity perturbation method of measuring dielectric properties at microwave frequencies. A
pyrex glass tube having a section wound with nichrome wire to form a heater, is used as a
furnace. When energized, the heater can achieve temperatures of the glass in excess of 500°C,
as measured by a thermocouple placed in the bore of the tube. The bore of the glass tube is
slightly larger than the diameter of the aerogel spheres. The position of an aerogel sphere
placed inside the glass tube is controlled by a purge gas (dry nitrogen) that flows upward
through the tube. The air flow is adjusted to lift and hold the sphere in the location of the



heating coils (a thermocouple wire in the tube provides a stop at the proper location in the
tube.) The glass tube furnace is located directly over holes in the microwave waveguide
cavity, allowing an aerogel sample sphere to be dropped directly through the cavity by
interrupting the flow of the purge gas. A typical aerogel sphere will fall with gravity and
traverse the microwave cavity in about 15 msec. The dielectric constant (permittivity) is
measured using the cavity perturbation method (described below) as the sphere falls through
the cavity.
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Fig. 1.  Apparatus for measuring the temperature dependence of dielectric constant
            for spherical samples by microwave cavity resonance perturbation method.    

    Cavity        perturbation         method       for        dielectric       constant         measurement   

    Resonance perturbation is a common method for measuring dielectric constants of
materials, particularly at microwave frequencies [7,8]. The specific case for a small dielectric
sphere in a TE10 mode waveguide cavity has been developed in detail and it is directly
applicable to the method used here. For a lightly loaded rectangular microwave cavity and a
small spherical sample, it has been shown [9] that the dielectric constant is given by:
κ' = (1+2C)/(1-C), where C =  [∆f•Vc] / [6•f0•Vs]. Here, f0 is the resonant frequency of the

unperturbed cavity, Vc and Vs are the cavity and the sample volumes, respectively, and ∆f is
the maximum shift in the resonant frequency due to the presence of the dielectric sample in
the cavity.
    The instrument used here is based on a similar instrument for measuring particle size and
density [10]. This instrument, diagrammed in Fig.1, can be used to measure the dielectric



constants of small particles if their volumes are precisely known. It consists of a section of
standard K-band rectangular waveguide (inside dimensions are 1.07cm x 0.43cm x 4.20cm)
in which a microwave oscillator (Gunn-effect diode) is mounted, a waveguide isolator, and a
Hewlett-Packard Model 11517A diode. The oscillator section has holes cut in the two broad
waveguide walls. These holes allow a spherical sample, falling with gravity, to pass
completely through the cavity. A glass tube is fit to align with the holes to guide the sample
spheres into the cavity. This configuration allows the spherical samples to be heated in a
furnace above the waveguide, then released from the furnace to drop directly through the
microwave cavity. As the sphere traverses the cavity, it causes a momentary shift of the cavity
resonance frequency. The resonant frequency shift is recorded and stored in less than 20msec,
using a Hewlett-Packard Model 8565A microwave spectrum analyzer (see Fig.2). The actual
frequency shift (∆f) is measured from the calibrated scale of the spectrum analyzer.
                      

                     

          Fig. 2. Photo of the stored signal from a microwave spectrum analyzer
                      showing the frequency excursion (∆f) due to the perturbation of
                      the cavity resonance frequency by a falling silica aerogel sphere.

    The       temperature        dependence        of       the        dielectric       constant

    The dielectric constant of a material depends on it's polarizability which is made up of
several components; electronic, atomic, orientational and space charge. Of these, only the
orientational polarization (ie., the contribution of the permanent dipoles in the material) is
directly temperature dependent. For gas-like behavior, this dependence can be seen from the
molar polarization or Clausius-Mosotti equation [11]:   (κ'-1)/(κ'+2) • (M/ρ) = N0•α / 3ε0,

where κ ' is the dielectric constant, M is the molar mass, ρ is the density, N0 is Avagadro's

number, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity. The total polarizability, α, includes the orientational

polarizability which is related to the permanent dipole moment ( µ) by: α = µ2/3kT. If the

local field acting on the dipoles is the applied field, the equation reduces to: κ'-1 =

(N0ρµ2/3ε0Mk)•(1/T). Thus, the slope of a plot of κ'-1 vs. 1/T will give a value for the dipole
moment associated with the fundamental structural units which make up the material. Also,
strictly for gaseous materials, the intercept of the slope at the 1/T = 0 axis would give a value



for the sum of the electronic and atomic polarizabilities [12]. Of course, aerogels are solid but
their dielectric behavior has been shown to be gas-like [4].
    In porous materials like silica aerogels, when molecules are free to diffuse in and out of the
material, in addition to the above temperature dependence, temperature also affects the
concentration of sorbed polar species. The sorbed molecules, particularly water, provide many
permanent dipoles which strongly contribute to the dielectric constant. So, the dielectric
constant at a given temperature will be a combination of the two effects. We attempt to
separate the two effects by heating the aerogel to remove the sorbed water, leaving only the
fundamental structural units (SiO2) and some concentration of polar surface silanol groups
(SiOH). Dielectric constant measurements are made for the dried silica aerogels at various
temperatures.    

RESULTS

    Figure 3 is a plot of the dielectric constant as a function of the sorbed water content within
the silica aerogel. The maximum amount of water that was sorbed by the silica aerogel after
150 hours exposed to 85% RH was about 28 wt.%. The difference in the value of the
dielectric constants between the dried aerogel and the 28 wt% loaded aerogel is about 9% of
the dried aerogel value. This is consistent with the change of about 7% which we measured in
earlier work [4] for large silica aerogel pieces, using a wavguide cavity in the frequency range
3-40GHz.
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Fig. 3.  Plot of dielectric constant versus moisture content for silica aerogel.

The temperature dependence data for the dielectric constant of silica aerogels is plotted in
Fig.4. We obtain a linear least squares fit to the data from which we measure a slope, 61.7 K.



Using this value, we get the value of 41.8 debye units, for the dipole moment of the
fundamental structural units in the silica aerogel.

CONCLUSIONS

    The dependence of the dielectric constant on the moisture loading in aerogels is
demonstrated by our data. We measure about a 9% change in the dielectric constant of silica
aerogel with a 28% weight gain (close to maximum loading at 25°C) of moisture.  
    The temperature dependence measurements show that the dielectric constant changes
approximately as 1/T, as is expected from the temperature dependence of the orientational
polarizability. The drop of κ ' with temperature is due to the randomization of the permanent
dipole moments in the material [13], until at a sufficiently high temperature, only the dipoles
induced by an applied field contribute. The intrinsic permittivity of the basic silica is observed
at the highest temperatures, where the residual dipoles from impurities are absent, and only
the field induced dipoles remain.  
     It is noteworthy that if silica aerogels are used for electronic applications, the dielectric
constant will decrease as the operating temperature increases. High operating temperatures
also reduce the effects of moisture by drying the material. A negative affect of the temperature
sensitivity of the permittivity for aerogels is that dielectric constant will change with
temperature fluctuations.
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Fig. 4   Plot of dielectric constant versus inverse temperature for silica aerogel.
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